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On Frobenius-destabilized rank-2 vector bundles over curves

Herbert Lange and Christian Pauly

Abstract. Let A be a smooth projective curve of genus g > 2 over an algebraically closed field
k of characteristic p a- 0. Let Mx be the moduli space of semistable rank-2 vector bundles

over A with trivial determinant. The relative Frobenius map F : A -* X\ induces by pull-back
a rational map V : Mxx —* Mx- In this paper we show the following results.

(1) For any line bundle L over A, the rank-p vector bundle F^L is stable.

(2) The rational map V has base points, i.e., there exist stable bundles E over X\ such that
F*E is not semistable.

(3) Let kB C Mxi denote the scheme-theoretical base locus of V. If g 2, p > 2 and A
ordinary, then kB is a 0-dimensional local complete intersection of length \p{p2 — 1) and

the degree of V equals \p(p2 T 2)>

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). Primary 14H60, 14D20, Secondary 14H40.
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Introduction

Let A be a smooth projective curve of genus g > 2 over an algebraically closed held
k of characteristic p > 0. Denote by F : X -> Ai the relative A-linear Frobenius

map. Here Ai A x*.., k, where a : Spec(k) -x Spec(A:) is the Frobenius of k
(see e.g. |R|, Section 4.1). We denote by Mx, respectively Mx • the moduli space
of semistable rank-2 vector bundles on A, respectively Ai, with trivial determinant.
The Frobenius F induces by pull-back a rational map (the Verschiebung)

V : Mxi ---> M%, [£"] i-x [F*!?].

Here [ft] denotes the S-equivalence class of the semistable bundle E. It is shown

[MS] that V is generically étale, hence separable and dominant, if A or equivalently
Ai is an ordinary curve. Our first result is

Theorem 1. Over any smooth projective cun>e X\ of genus g > 2 there exist stable
rank-2 vector bundles E with trivial determinant, such that F*E is not semistable.
In other words, V has base points.
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Note that this is a statement for an arbitrary curve of genus g > 2 over k, since

associating X\ to X induces an automorphism of the moduli space of curves of genus
g over k. The existence of Frobenius-destabilized bundles was already proved in
[LP2], Theorem A.4, by specializing the so-called Gunning bundle on a Mumford-
Tate curve. The proof given in this paper is much simpler than the previous one.
Given a line bundle L over X, die generalized Nagata-Segre theorem asserts the
existence of rank-2 subbundles E of the rank-/; bundle I'., L of a certain (maximal)
degree. Quite surprisingly, these subbundles E of maximal degree tum out to be

stable and Frobenius-destabilized.
In the case g 2 the moduli space Mx is canonically isomorphic to the projective

space ÏJ and the set of strictly semistable bundles can be identified with the Kummer
surface Kumx C ff associated to X. According to [LP2], Proposition A.2, the

rational map
V : Pf —> PI

is given by polynomials of degree p, which are explicitly known in the cases p 2

[LP1] and p 3 [LP2], Let 33 be the scheme-theoretical base locus of V, i.e., the

subscheme of f\ detemiined by the ideal generated by the 4 polynomials of degree

p defining V. Clearly its underlying set equals (see [01], Theorem A.6)

supplS {E g Mxi P§ I F*E is not semistable]

and supp S C Pf \ Kiun,\' Since V has no base points on the ample divisor Kiinix,
we deduce that dim 33 0. Then we show

Theorem 2. Assume p > 2. Let X\ be an ordinary curve of genus g 2. Then the

O-dimensional scheme 33 is a local complete intersection of length

2

3
P(P2 ~ D,

Since 33 is a local complete intersection, the degree of V equalsdeg V p3—l{33)
where 1(33) denotes the length of 33 (see e.g. [ 01], Proposition 2.2). Hence we obtain
the

Corollary. Under the assumption of Theorem 2

deg V --pip2 + 2).

The underlying idea of the proof of Theorem 2 is rather simple: we observe that
a vector bundle E G supp 33 corresponds via adjunction to a subbundle of the rank-/;
vector bundle F*!#"1) for some theta characteristic b on A (Proposition 3.1). This
is the motivation to introduce Grothendieck's Quot-scheme Q. parametrizing rank-2
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subbundles of degree 0 of the vector bundle F*(6>_1). We prove that the two 0-
dimensional schemes 33 and GL decompose as disjoint unions Q 33,, and JJ (2n where
0 and r) vary over theta characteristics on X and /.»-torsion points of JX\ respectively
and that 33e and So are isomorphic, if X is ordinary (Proposition 4.6). In particular
since Gl is a local complete intersection, 33 also is.

In order to compute the length of 33 we show that & is isomorphic to a determi-
nantal scheme 33 defined intrinsically by the 4-th Fitting ideal of some sheaf. The
non-existence of a universal family over the moduli space of rank-2 vector bundles
of degree 0 forces us to work over a different parameter space constructed via the
Hecke correspondence and carry out the Chern class computations on this parameter
space.

The underlying set of points of 33 has already been studied in the literature. In
fact, using the notion of p-curvature, S. Mochizuki [Mo] describes points of 33 as

"dormant atoms" and obtains, by degenerating the genus-2 curve X to a singular
curve, the above mentioned formula for their number ([Mo], Corollary 3.7, p. 267).
Moreover he shows that for a general curve X the scheme 33 is reduced. In this
context we also mention the recent work of B. Osserman [01], [02], which explains
the relationship of supp 33 with Mochizuki's theory.

Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Yves Laszlo and Brian Osserman for
helpful discussions and for pointing out several mistakes in a previous version of this

paper. We also thank Adrian Langer for some advice with references. We are also

grateful to the referee for interesting comments.

1. Stability of the direct image F*L

Let A be a smooth projective curve of genus g > 2 over an algebraically closed field
of characteristic p > 0 and let F : X Hi* X\ denote the relative Frobenius map. Let
L be a line bundle over X with

deg L g — 1 + d,

for some integer d. Applying the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem to the mor-
phism F, we obtain

Lemma 1.1. The slope of the rank-p vector bundle I '., L equals

d
/'!/•',/.! g - 1 + -p

Tire following result will be used in Section 3.
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Proposition 1.2. If g > 2, then the vector bundle F4L is stable for any line bundle
L on X.

Proof. Suppose that the contrary holds, i.e., P., L is not stable. Consider its Harder-
Narasimhan filtration

# Eq c C C • • • C if F*L,

such that the quotients EjJEi-i are semistable with in lb fib i) > /nib \/Ib »

for all i i {1,... / — 1}. If If L is not semistable, we denote E ;= E\. If F,r L
is semistable, we denote by E any proper semistable subbundle of the same slope.
Then clearly

,ME) > fu(F*L). (1)

In case r rk E > Ff-, we observe that the quotient bundle

Q
F4L/Ei-1 if / V L is not semistable,

If L/E if /•'; I. is semistable,

is also semistable and that its dual Q* is a subbundle of (If Iff. Moreover, by relative

duality (F^L)* F*(L~X <g> a)®l~p) and by assumption rk Q* < p — r <
®lHence, replacing if necessary E and L by Q* and /.

1

0 o>x !b we may assume

that E is semistable and r < v-1
- 2 '

Now, by [SB], Corollary 2, we have the inequality

Mma*(F*E) - iimm(F*E) <(r- l)(2g - 2), (2)

where ptmX(F*E) (resp. n min(F*E)) denotes the slope of the hrst (resp. last) graded
piece of the Harder-Narasimhan hltration of F*E. The inclusion E c If b gives,
by adjunction, a nonzero map F*E L. Hence

degL > fimn(F*E) > /umaX(F*E) - (r - l)(2g -2) > P,j.(E) - (r - l)(2g -2).

Combining this inequality with (1) and using Lemma 1.1, we obtain

r fr n ^8-l+d (r — l)(2g — 2)
g _ 1 _l— — M(F*ly — p(E) < -I

P P P

which simplifies to
(2r - 1

(# - 1) < (g - 1)
V P

This is a contradiction, since we have assumed r < P71 and therefore < \
L p
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Remark 1.3. We observe that the vector bundles If.L are destabilized by Frobenius,
because of the nonzero canonical map F*F*L —> L and clearly /? F F*J.) > deg L.
For further properties of the bundles F*L, see [JRXY], Section 5.

Remark 1.4. In the context of Proposition 1.2 we mention the following open question:

given a finite separable morphism between smooth curves / : Y -> X and a

line bundle L g Pic(T), is the direct image /*L stable? For a discussion, see [B2],

2. Existence of Frobenius-destabilized bundles

Let the notation be as in the previous section. We recall the generalized Nagata-Segre
theorem, proved by Hirschowitz, which says

Theorem 2.1. For any vector bundle G of rank r and degree S over any smooth curw
X and for any integer n, 1 <//</-— 1, there exists a rank-n subbundle E c G,

satisfying

ßmkF(G)-(r—ta-i}-—. (3)
V r / rn

wheree is the unique integer with 0 < e < r — 1 ande+n(r — n)(g — 1) m ruS mod r

Remark 2.2. The previous theorem can be deduced (see [L], Remark 3.14) from the
main theorem of [Hir] (for its proof, see http://matli.unice.fr/~ah/math/Brill/).

Proofof Theorem 1. We apply Theorem 2.1 to the rank-/? vector bundle F„ L on X\
and n 2, where Lis a line bundle of degree g—\+d on X, with d —2v+2 mod p:
There exists a rank-2 vector bundle E c If L such that

fji(E) > »(FM ~ ~ 1). (4)
P

Note that our assumption on d was made to have è 0.

Now we will check that any E satisfying inequality (4) is stable with F*E not
semistable.

(i) E is stable: Let N be a line subbundle of E. The inclusion N c If k
gives, by adjunction, a nonzero map F*N —> L, which implies (see also [JRXY],
Proposition 3.2 (i))

deg/V < nfF^L) — —*-(g — 1),
P

Comparing with (4) we see that deg N <
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(ii) F*F is not semistable. In fact, we claim that L destabilizes F*E. For the

proof note that Lemma 1.1 implies

r, I'-1: 2g-2 + d g — 1 -p â degL
/i(F*L) (g - 1) > (5)

P P P P

since g > 2. Together with (4) this gives p(E) s> and hence

l4F*E) > degL.

TWs implies the assertion, since by adjunction we obtain a nonzero map F*F -> L.
Replacing E by a subsheaf of suitable degree, we may assume that inequality (4)

is an equality. In that case, because of our assumption on d, /i< E) is an integer, hence

deg E is even. In order to get trivial determinant, we may tensorize E with a suitable
line bundle.

Hais shows the existence of a stable rank-2 vector bundle E with F*E not
semistable, which is equivalent to the existence of base points of V (see e.g. [01],
Theorem A.6).

3. Frobenius-destabilized bundles in genus 2.

From now on we assume that X is an ordinary curve of genus g 2 and the characteristic

of k is p > 2. Recall that M x denotes the moduli space of semistable rank-2
vector bundles with trivial determinant over X and 33 the scheme-theoretical base

locus of the rational map

V : MXx P* — Pf My,

which is given by polynomials of degree p.
First of all we will show that the O-dimensional scheme 33 is the disjoint union of

subschemes 33,, indexed by theta characteristics of X.

Proposition 3.1. (a) Let E be it vector bundle on X\ such that E g supp 33. Then

we have

(i) There exists a unique theta characteristic 6 on X such fftnf Hom(F, F^-1)) ^
0.

(ii) Any rank-2 vector bundle E of degree 0 satisfying Hom(F, F^#""1)) ^ 0 is a
subbundle ofFfyd^1), i.e. the quotient /•'. p>'

1 / E is torsion free.

(b) Let 9 be a theta characteristic on X. Any rank-2 subbundle E c FfyO~{) of
degree 0 has thefollowing properties

(i) F is stable and F*E is not semistable,
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(ii) F*(detF) Ox,

(iii) dim HomfF. FJ9-1)) 1 m/</dim //'(/;' » Fx" 1

ü 5,

(iv) E is a rank-2 subbundle ofMaximal degree.

Proof, (a) By [LS], Corollary 2.6, we know that, for every E e supp 33 the bundle
F*E is the nonsplit extension of 9~l by 9, for some tlieta characteristic 9 on X
(note that Extl(9~l,9) k). By adjunction we get a nonzero homomorphism
<!> : E -> Fx" 'i. which shows (i). Uniqueness of 9 will be proved below.

As for (ii), we have to show that t// is of maximal rank. S uppose it is not, then there
is a line bundle N on the curve X\ such that f factorizes as F -* N -> F*(9~l).
By stability of E we have deg N p 0. On the other hand, by adjunction, we get a

nonzero homomorphism F*N —> 9~ ] implying p deg A < l.a contradiction.
Hence M -* ivjl" is injective. Moreover E is even a subbundle of If (0 ~1

since otherwise there exists a subbundle E" c 'F^0~l:) with deg E' > 0 and which
fits into the exact sequence

0 —> E —» E' T —> 0,

where F is a torsion sheaf supported on an effective divisor. Varying n, we obtain a

family of bundles ker tt c E' of dimension > 0 and detkerir Öx,. Tins would
imply (see proof of Theorem 1) dim 'ß - a contradiction.

Finally, since 9 is the maximal destabilizing line subbundle of it is unique,
(b) We observe that inequality (4) holds for the pair E c F*(6>_1 Hence, by the

proof of Theorem 1, F is stable and F*E is not semistable.
Let q> : F*F 9~ ] denote the homomorphism adjoint to the inclusion F c

E.i'i 1

The homomorphism q> is surjective, since otherwise F*F would contain a

line subbundle of degree > 1, contradicting [LS], Satz 2.4. Hence we get an exact

sequence
0 -fc ker^ F*E 9~l 0. (6)

On the other hand, let N denote a line bundle on X i such that E 0 N has trivial

determinant, i.e. N~ ' detF. Applying Corollary 2.6 in [LS] to the bundle

F*(F ® N) we get an exact sequence

0^6® F*N~l -> F*E §-1 0 F*N~l -> 0,

for some theta characteristic 9. By uniqueness of the destabilizing subbundle of
maximal degree of F*E, this exact sequence must coincide with (6) up to a nonzero
constant. This implies that F*N ®9 =9, hence (F*N)2 Ox- So we obtain that

Ox det(F*E) F*(detF) proving (ii).
By adjunction the equality dimHom(F, F+(0_1)) dimHom(F*F, 9~ 1

holds. Moreover by Riemann-Roch we obtain dim Hl(E* ® F*(9~ 5. This

proves (iii).
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Finally, suppose that there exists a rank-2 subbundle E' c F* (S-1) with
deg E' > 1. Then we can consider die kernel E ker n ot a surjective niorphism
it : E- —> T onto a torsion sheaf with length equal to deg E'. By varying n and

after tensoring ker7r with a suitable line bundle of degree 0, we construct a family
of dimension > 0 of stable rank-2 vector bundles with trivial determinant which are

Frobenius-destabilized, contradicting dim 33 0. This proves (iv).

It follows from Proposition 3.1 (a) that the scheme 33 decomposes as a disjoint
union

33 ]J 33,,.

(t

where 0 varies over the set of all theta characteristics of X and

supp.Se {E g suppS I E c F*(6>-1)}.

Tensor product with a 2-torsion point a g JX\[2] JX[2] induces an isomor-

phismof Se with Se®» for every theta characteristic 9. We denote by 1(33) and/(Se)
the length of the schemes S and Se, From the preceding we deduce the relations

/(S) 16 • /(Se) for every theta characteristic 9. (7)

4. Grothendieck's Quot-scheme

Let 9 be a theta characteristic on X. We consider the functor <2 from the opposite
category of k-schemes of finite type to the category of sets defined by

(äiS) {a : 7Txr (F, m
1

n -§»ff —te ÖJ coherent over X\ x S, flat over S.

de§ $\Xl x« rk *1* rM =P~ 2 for a" s ' -V|/ ~
where : X\ x S Xj denotes the natural projection and a a' for quotients
o and o' if and only if there exists an isomorphism À : % <ß

' such that a' X o a.
Grothcndicck showed in [G] (see also [HL], Section 2.2) that the functor (3 is

representable by a k-scheme, which we denote by Ö. A k-point of <2 corresponds
to a quotient a : —> G, or equivalently to a rank-2 subsheaf E ker ct c
F+(0_1 of degree ion Xp By Proposition 3.1 (a) (ii) any subsheaf F of degree 0 is

a subbundle of F*(d-1), which implies that any sheaf §, g OAS) is locally free (see

also [MuSa] or [L], Lemma 3.8). Moreover we note that by Proposition 3.1 (b) (iv)
the bundle F has maximal degree as a subbundle of 1

Hence taking the kernel of a induces a bijection of 0(5) with the following set,
which we also denote by (2(S)

Q(.S') {g ^ ttJj (jyjf^1)) I S locally free sheaf over Xj x S of rank 2,

,t v (F.(0 'n/fe locally free, 0 lor all .s g S}/
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By Proposition 3.1 (b) the scheme 62 decomposes as a disjoint union

62

v

where rj varies over the p-torsion points /; g ./ X\ [plm kerf V : JX\ -> JX).
We also denote by V the Verschiebung of JX\, i.e. V(L) F*L, for L g JX\. The
set-theoretical support of 62,; equals

supp 62,, {E G supp 62 I det E rj}.

Because of the projection formula, the tensor product with a /.»-torsion point
ß G ./ VI l /i 1 fed induces an isomorphism of 62,, with 62yy, This implies the relation

2(62) p2 • /(62o), (8)

since X\ is assumed to be ordinary. Moreover, by Proposition 3.1 we have the set-
theoretical equality

supp 62o supp 28«.

Proposition 4.1. (a) dim 62 0.

(b) The scheme 62 is a local complete intersection at any k-poiM e (E c
jyr1» g 62.

Proof. Assertion (a) follows from the preceding remarks and dim 28 0. By
[HL], Proposition 2.2.8, assertion (b) follows from the equality dim| | 62 0

X Houk T. G>), where E ker(cr : iv(0-1 G) and Horn denotes the sheaf of
homomorphisms.

Let Jifxj denote the moduli space of semistable rank-2 vector bundles of degree 0

over X i. We denote by Xß and Msx the open subschemes of Xx and M\-,
corresponding to stable vector bundles. Recall (see [Lai], Theorem 4.1) that and

MsXi universally corepresent the functors (see e.g. [HL], Definition 2.2.1) from the

opposite category of Ä -schemes of finite type to the category of sets defined by

(S) {8 locally free sheaf over X\ x S of rank 2 | 8|Xj> stable,

deg fe| v. 0 for all s g S}/

x= 'S" locally free sheaf over Ai x S of rank 2 | stable

for all .v g .S", det 8 ttxM for some line bundle M on S}/

where its'. Xi x S —> S denotes the natural projection and 8' ~ 8 if and only if
there exists a line bundle L on S such that 8' 8 ® n^L. We denote by (8) the

equivalence class of the vector bundle 8 for the relation ~.
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Consider the determinant morphism

det: Jtfxi JX i- K[ ^ det£

and denote by det 1

('(),! the scheme-theoretical hbre over the trivial line bundle on
X|. Since universally corepresents the functor .,V'V we have an isomorphism

MsXl ndet_1(0).

Remark 4.2. If p > 0, it is not known whether the canonical morphism Mxx ->
det"1(0) is an isomorphism (see e.g. [La2], Section 3).

In the sequel we need the following relative version of Proposition 3.1 (b) (ii). By
a Ä-scheme we always mean a A-scheme of finite type.

Lemma 4.3. Let S be a connected k-scheme and let S be a locally free sheaf of
rank-2 over X\ x .S' such that deg t| Yp {

I) for all points s of S. Suppose that

Homit, jt£ (F*(d~1)) 0. Then we have the exact sequence

0 — 7r|(0) -^(FXi— 0.

In particular
(F x itl.v! (det t C v, •

Proof. First we note that by flat base change for jtX] : Xj x S —> Xj, we have an

isomorphism(F*(ô~1)) M (F x kko.i.Tyib 'ü. Hence die nonzero morphism
S > 7tYi (F*(6~lj) gives via adjunction a nonzero morphism

r- (Fxidsfe —x

We know by the proof of Proposition 3.1 (b) that the hbre (P(X,S) over any closed point
(x, s) e X x S is a surjective A-linear map. Hence <p is surjective by Nakayama and

we have an exact sequence

0 —> £ —> (F x idy)*t —x

with X locally free sheaf of rank L By [K], Section 5, the rank-2 vector bundle

(F x idy)*t is equipped with a canonical connection

V: (Fx id,ot — (F x Sdrft ® Q'v

We note tliat £2
Y v v jzx((ùx), where a>x denotes the canonical line bundle of X.

The first fundamental form of the connection V is an 0AX .s ~hnear homomorphism

f'V ' F —> 7Tsi" 11 e.Txie»Vi
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The restriction of to the curve X x v} : X x .S' for any closed point s G S is

an isomorphism (see e.g. proof of [LS], Corollary 2.6). Hence the fibre of ifa is a

/c-linear isomorphism over any closed point (v, s) g X x S. We conclude tliat i/^v

is an isomorphism, by Nakayama's lemma and because X. is a locally free sheaf of
rank 1.

We obtain the second assertion of the lemma, since

(F x ids)*(det fft det(F x:idsJ*f X <g> ^(ë1"1) Oxx> s-

Proposition 4.4. We assume X ordinary.

(a) Theforgetful morphism

i : 62 e (E C ')) E

is a closed embedding.

(b) The restriction % ofi to the subscheme 62o c & factors through M^ i.e. there
is a closed embedding

io : 62o ^ MsXl.

Proof, (a) Let e (E c F*i$ ' be a A-point of 62. To show that I is a closed
embedding at e G 62, it is enough to show that the differential (di)e : 7)62 —T[g\J<f£l
is injective - note float 62 is proper. Since the bundle E is stable, the Zariski tangent
spaces identify with Homi E. G) and Ext1 (E, E) respectively (see e.g. [HL], Proposition

2.2.7 and Corollary 4.5.2). Moreover, if we apply the functor Homi F. to
the exact sequence associated with e g 62

0 —ir E —> F^-1) —% G —> 0,

the coboundary map <5 of the long exact sequence

0 —> 1 Ioim E. Ë) —.• 1 loini/.. F*(6~l))

—> IIoniiF. G) Ext'(F. E) —> •••

identihes witli the differential (di)e. By Proposition 3.1 (b) we obtain that the map
Homi F. E) Hom(F, F*(9~1)) is an isomorphism. Thus (di)e is injective.

(b) We consider the composite map

a : 62 -Û- JX1 —> JX,

where the last map is the isogeny given by the Verschiebung on JX\, i.e. V iL) F*L
for L g JXi. The morphism a is induced by the natural transformation of functors

a : 62 JX, defined by

G(S) — JX(S). (g ^ nliF^e-1))) h* (F x id5)*(det S).
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Using Lemma 4.3 this immediately implies that a factors through the inclusion of the
reduced point {(9 y) «H* JX. Hence the image of Ö imder the composite morphism
det o i is contained in the kernel of the isogeny V, which is the reduced scheme
•/ A41 p lied, since we have assumed X ordinary. Taking connected components we
see that the image of Qo under det o / is the reduced point {OxJ *-* JXi, which
implies that /'o(öo) is contained in n det-1 (0) MsXi.

In order to compare the two schemes 33g and Öq we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5. (1 )The closed subscheme 33 c Mf corepresents the functor 33 which
associates to a k-scheme S the set

33_(S) [6 locally free sheaf over Xt x S of rank 2 | g(x ^ stablefor all s g S,

0 (F x idff# -*• M -> 0 for some locally free sheaves X, M
over X x S of rank 1, deg £\x>^ —deg4f|x>= 1 for alls e S,

det S ngM for some line bundle M on S}/ ~

(2) The closed subscheme 33g c MsXi corepresents the subfunctor 3fß of 33

defined by (8) g 3fg(S) if and only if the set-theoretical image of the classifying
morphism of X

S Pic^X), ,• > /'|v

is the point 9 g Pic1 (X).

Proof. We denote by Tlx die algebraic stack parametrizing rank-2 vector bundles
with trivial determinant over X. Let Tlsf and 9Jl'x denote the open substacks of Tlx
parametrizing semistable and stable bundles. We similarly denote the corresponding
stacks of bundles over X\. The Shatz stratification [ShJ of Tlx induced by the degree
of the first piece of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration reduces in the case of rank-2
vector bundles to a filtration of the stack Tlx

Tlf C Tlf C Tlf C • • • C Tlf C • • • C Tl.x

by open substacks Tlxl. It follows from thesemicontinuity of the Harder-Narasimlian
filtration ([Sh], Section 5) that, for every integer n, tliere is a closed reduced substack

Tlx of Tly" parametrizing vector bundles having a maximal destabilizing line sub-

bundle of degree n. Note that Tl"x is the complement of Tif"-1 in Tip". It can
be shown (see e.g. [He], Folgemng 2.1.10) that the stacks Tl"x and Tlx are smooth.

Let 93: 9.%; -4» Tlx denote the morphism of stacks induced by pull-back under the
Frobenius map F : X -x X\. It follows from [LS], Corollary 2.6, that the restriction
of 93 to the open substack determines a morphism of stacks

93W — Tlf.
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We will use the following facts about the stack Tlx-
• The pull-back of (1) by the natural map 97fj| Mx F3 extends to a line

bundle, which we denote by O (1 over the moduli stack 9Jt|' and Pic(,3ïî^
Z • 0 (1). Moreover, for any positive integer /, there is a natural isomorphism
//°(9)î^1, 0(0) Ji°(M x &-.-AÎ)) (seb [BL], Propositions 8.3 and 8.4).

• The closed substack 971'v is (he base locus of the linear system |0(1)| over the

stack
1

(see Proposition A).

In order to prove part (1) it will be enough to show that the functor 43 defined in
the lemma coincides with the fibre product functor 48 x M?x - we recall that

universally corepresents the functor Msx
We now compute the fibre product functor 33 x _x\, Msx Let S be a k-scheme

and consider a vector bundle 8 e 931^ (S). Since the subscheme 33 is defined as the

base locus of the linear system y*|öj>3 (1)|, we obtain that (6?) e [43 x,^ M\:. ]i S)

if and only if 8 lies in the base locus of 9TS*|6>(1)| - here we use the isomorphism
|6>P3 (1)1 |(9(1)|, or equivalent])' 2Fs(g) := (F x id.vLÊ e lies in the
base locus of 10(1)I, which is the closed substack 9Jî'v.

We now consider the universal exact sequence defined by the Harder-Narasimhan
filtration over 97llx\

0 -¥ £ - (F x ids)*8 -» M -> 0,

withoC, AtlocallyfreesheavesoverAxSsuchlhatdegdC|x% - degM\x 1

for any s & S. Ulis shows that the two sets [43 x M^ MsXi ] (S) and 33_(S) coincide.

This proves (1).
As for (2), we add the condition that the family 8 is Frobenius-destabilized by the

theta-characteristic 6.

Remark 4.6. Note that in Lemma 4.5 we do not need to assume X ordinary.

Proposition 4.7. We assume X ordinary. There is a scheme-theoretical equality

33ß Öo

as closed subschemes of Mxx

Proof. Since 33% and Qo corepresent the two functors 33,, and J20 it will be enough
to show that there is a canonical bijection between die set JLtfl and â0 (S) for any
k-scheme S. We recall that

Q0(S) {g ^ n^F+iô-1 I 8 locally free sheaf over X\ x S of rank 2,

/8 locally free, del 8 0Xlxs}/
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Note that the property det 8 &x1 > j is implied as follows: by Proposition 4.4 (b)
we have det 8 itXL for some line bundle L over S and by Lemma 4.3 we conclude
that L &s-

First we show that the natural map <20(S) —* Msx (S) is injective. Suppose that

there exist 8, 8' g â0(S) such that (8) (8'}, i.e. 8' 8 0 nx(L) for some line
bundle L on S. Then by Lemma 4.3 we have two inclusions

i : JT*(ß) > (F X id.vl
' 8. f : i4(<9) <8> zgjgft '» —> (F X kLLfe.

Composing with the projection a : (Fxidy)*g —> ttx (0
1

we see (hat the composite

map a o i ' is identically zero. Hence the two subbundles nx (9 and jtx (9)0äJ (L ~1

coincide, which implies 7r|(I) Ox\ .v.

Therefore the two sets (9q(S) and 33_e(S) are naturally subsets of Msx (S).
We now show that Q.0(S) c <Be C-f). Considéré g By Proposition 3.1 (b)

the bundle S|Xp {, is stable for all .v g S. By Lemma 4.3 we can take £ nx(9)
and M jtx(0~1), so that (8) G £j)(S).

Hence it remains to show that 'ß.jS) c &$££% Consider a sheaf 8 with

m G S) - see Lemma 4.5 (2). As in the proof of Lemma 4.3 we consider
the canonical connection V on [F x idy)*S. Its first fundamental form is an Oxxs-
linear homomorphism

i.''\ : /' —> M 0 .T vu»)y >.

which is surjective on closed points (v, s) g A x S. Hence we can conclude that <Ay

is an isomorphism. Moreover taking the determinant, we obtain

£ 0 M det(F x idy)*g irfM,

for some line bundle M on S. Combining both isomorphisms we deduce that

£ 0 £ .T VU'>\ ' 0 TljM.

Hence its classifying morphism ; S —> Pic2 (A) factorizes through the
inclusion of the reduced point {a>x} ^ Pic2(A). Moreover the composite map of # /•

with the duplication map [2]

^ + Pic1 (A) Pic2 (A)

coincides with We deduce that 4>j factorizes through the inclusion of the
reduced point {0} Pic1 (X). Note that the fibre [2]~1(a>x) is reduced, since p > 2.

Since Pic1 (A) is a fine moduli space, there exists a line bundle N over S such that

£ *|P3 #Jr§P0.
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We introduce the vector bundle go 8 ® n^(N
1 Then (go) (8) and we have

an exact sequence

0 > n*(0) > ./' x id.v! g.j -TviO > 0,

since 7r|M jt% A'2. By adjunction the morphism a gives a nonzero morphism

j : g0 —> (F x idsUn^ß-H} '& jT^iFJd-1)).

We now show that j is injective. Suppose it is not. Then there exists a subsheaf

go : />(0'
1

and a surjective map r : go —> go. Let X denote the kernel of r.
Again by adjunction we obtain a map a : (F x ids)*go Ht j such that the

composite map

7-* ~ /-y 7

fj? x IdÄ —> (F x ids)*g0 — ^{T1}
coincides with a. Here r* denotes the map ('/•' xidx)*r. Since a is surjective, cris also

surjective. We denote by M the kernel of a. Tire induced map f : jt^(6)= ker a -*
M is surjective, because r* is surjective. Moreover the hrst fundamental form of the
canonical connection V on (F x id^)*go induces an <V\ s-linear homomorphism
i,//v : M —> 7T^(d) and the composite map

M 7r|(6)

coincides with the hrst fundamental form of V of (Fx ids)* ®o, which is an

isomorphism. Therefore f is an isomorphism too. So r* is an isomorphism and

(F X ids)*X 0. We deduce thai X 0.

In order to show that go £ (2q S), it remains to verify that the quotient sheaf

7iXi(F*{9~]))/8o is hat over S. We recall that flatness implies locally freeness
because of maximality of degree. But hatness follows from [HL], Lemma 2.1.4, since
the restriction of j to X\ x {.v} is injective for any closed .v S by Proposition 3.1 (a).

Since Qo represents the functor ö0, we obtain hie following

Corollary 4.8. The scheme £9 represents thefunctor £_^ defined in Lemma 4.5.

Combining Proposition 4.7 with relations (7) and (8), we obtain

Corollary 4.9. We have
16

l(£) — l(Q.).
P
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5. Determinantal subschemes

In this section we introduce a determinantal subscheme ï) c -A/y,, whose length will
be computed in the next section. We also show that £> is isomorphic to Grothendieck's
Quot-scheme Ö. We ürst dehne a determinantal subscheme I) of a variety JX\ x Z
covering Mxx and then we show that Ü is a P1 -libralion over an étale cover of
£> C Jfxr

Since there does not exist a universal bundle Over following an idea of
Mukai [Mu], we consider the moduli space Mxx (x) of stable rank-2 vector bundles on
X\ with determinant &xt (x) for a lixed point x e X\. According to [Nl] the variety
Mxi(x) is a smooth intersection of two quadrics in P5. Let U denote a universal
bundle on X\ x Mxx (x) and denote

Ux :

considered as a rank-2 vector bundle on 41 ,v (v). Tlien the projectivized bundle

Z := F(UX)

is a P1-bundle over Mxx(x). 'Hie variety Z parametrizes pairs (Fz,lz) consisting of
a stable vector bundle /'- G (.r and a non-trivial linear form lz : Fz (x) -> kx on
the fibre of F- over v dehned up to a non-zero constant. Thus to any z & Z one can
associate an exact sequence

0 —> Ez p I - -x kx —p 0

uniquely determined up to a multiplicative constant. Clearly Ez is semistable, since

Fz is stable, and det Ez (9x, Hence we get a diagram (the so-called Hecke
correspondence)

Z — Mxx P3

Mxi(v)

with^(z) I /P I and .t -1 We note that tliere is an isomorphism q>~l(E) P]

(see e.g. [Mu], (3.7)) and that Tz((p~l(Ej) c Mxx (x) c P5 is a conic for any stable

E g M*x (see e.g. [NR2]). On X\ x Z there exists a "universal" bundle, which we
denote by V (see [Mu], (3.8)). It has the property

Vlx1x(c} ^' for all s G Z.

Let £ denote a Poincaré bundle on ïi x JX\. By abuse of notation we also

denote by V and £ their pull-backs to A| x JX\ x Z. We denote by ttx, and q the
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canonical projections

Xi <— X| x JXi x / '
> .1XI x Z.

We consider the map m given by tensor product

i7i : JXi x Mx[ —& Wxj. (L, E) i—> L® E.

Note that the restriction of m to the stable locus ms : JX\ x .M'X] —> is an
étale map of degree 16. We denote by \ft the composite map

id/.V-T tn
ijr\ JXi x Z —> JXi x „W.V; —* #(tfs z) L ® Ez.

Let D g o)A- I be a smooth canonical divisor on V |. We introduce the following
sheaves over JX\ x Z

E\ qfi£* ® V* <g> PnP" 1

®
and

Fo D%•;/>( f' ® ^ ljv}>:/Xixz) ® ^
1 '

•

Tire next proposition is an even degree analogue of [LN], Theorem 3.1.

Proposition 5.1. (a) The sheaves Eq and E\ are locally free of rank 4p and 4p — 4

respectively and there is an exact sequence

0 Ei E0 —* Rlq*(£* ® V* ® —»• 0.

Let È c ./ A I x Z denote the subsCheme defined by the 4-th Fitting ideal of the sheaf
Rlq*(£* ® V* <g> j(F*(d~1))). We have set-theoretically

s tipp T) i /.. c i g JX i x Z | dimHom(L ® IX, Ffi6~1)) 1},

and dim D — 1.

(b) Let 8 denote the i-adic (l fi p) cohomology class of È) in JX\ x Z. then

5 c5(Eq - Ei) g H10(JXi x Z, Z/).

Proo/ We consider die canonical exact sequence over X\ x ./ V i x Z associated to
the effective divisor ^ I)

0 > /" ® T'}).TV:/-:..o ') /•' ®T -

®.TV I/mO 'iJWnv i

n0A'®p -»-ÛL
X \
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By Proposition 1.2 the rank-/? vector bundle F*(d~l) is stable and since

2 _i1 — — n(F*($ > ß(L ® E) 0 for all (L, E) G J Xi x Mx
P

we obtain

dim //'(/. ® /•; ® /•'..(I/
1

J) (,>x dim Iioiin/•:,(" 1

>. L ® E) 0.

"Ihis implies
Rlq*U*® =0.

By the base change theorems the sheaf 'F\ is locally free. Taking direct images by q
(note that qpF* ® V* ® jtJ} Fpd^

1

0 because it is a torsion sheaf), we obtain
the exact sequence

0 — Fi F0 —* R%(£* ® V* ^TtyFJO^))) — 0.

with F\ and Fq as in the Statement of the proposition. Note that by Riemann-Roch
we have

rk 'F\ 4p - 4 and rk Fo 4p.

It follows from the proof of Proposition 3.1 (a) that any nonzero homomorphism
L ® E —f- I'.,(0~' is infective. Moreover by Proposition 3.1 (b) (iii) for any sub-

bundle L® E c F*(0~1 we have dimHom(L ® E, F*(0~] 1, or equivalently
dim H1 (L* ® E* ® F*(0-1)) 5. Using the base change theorems we obtain the

following series of equivalences

(L,7) g supp2D -2=)- rk y,/ -, < 4/? - 4 rk F]

dim H\L* ® E* ® FaF 'n > 5

dimHom(L ® E, /•',('> 1J > 1

dimHom(L ® E, F*(ß~
'

1.

Finally we clearly have the equality supp ijrljh) supp 62. Since dim 62 0 and
Since q>~l(E) P1 for E stable, we deduce that dim 2D 1. This proves part (a).

Part (b) follows from Porteous' formula, which says that the fundamental class
ä g Hl0(JXi x Z, Z/ i of the determinantal subscheme 2D is given (with the notation
of [ACGH], p. 86) by

S A4p_(4/,_5)!4p_4_(4p_5)(c/(5ro - Fl))
A5,t (ct(Fo - Fi))
c5(FO - Fi).
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Let M be a sheaf over a Ä-scheme S. We denote by

Fittn[M] c &s

the // -th Fitting ideal sheaf of M.
We now dehne the 0-dimensional subscheme 3D c WJ which is supported on

supp 62, by dehning a scheme structure £>/. for every E g supp 62. Note that

3D ]J 3De.

E esupp (U

Consider a bundle E g -Jfg with E g supp 62, i.e.

dimHom(£\ > 1 dint //1 /7>! <g> FJ0-1)) > 5.

The GIT-construction of the moduli space Ä realizes jfijjr as a quotient of an open
subset U of a Quot-scheme by the group PGL(7V) for some N. It can be shown (see

e.g. [La2], Section 3) that V is a principal P GL (AO -bundle for the étale topology
over Hence there exists an étale neighbourhood r : U —> V of S over which
the P GL (AT) -bundle is trivial, i.e., admits a section. The universal bundle over the

Quot-scheme restricts to a bundle S over X\ x I!. Choose a point E g U over E.
We denote by 3D - the connected component supported at E of the scheme defined by
the Fitting ideal sheaf

Lemma 5.2. Let r : U U be an étale map and y g U, x g U such that t(y) x.
Let Ä c U be a 0-dimensional scheme supported at y. Then the restriction ofrtoÄ
induces an isomorphism of A with its scheme-theoretical image in A r (Ä c U,
i.e.

t |ä:ÄAAc U.

Proof. We denote by A B Ou,x the local rings at the points v, .r and

by n\4, mg their maximal ideals. Let I c îtià denote the ideal dehning the scheme

Ä. Since dimÄ 0 there exists an integer n such that mnA d I. The natural map
B A -» A/1 factorizes as follows

ß: B -» B/m"B A/m"A ^ A/I.

Note that a is an isomorphism, since r is étale (see e.g. [Mum], Corollary 1 of
Theorem III.5.3). This shows that ß is surjective, hence r | - is an isomorphism.
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Proposition-Definition 5.3. For E e suppQ.we define De as the scheme-theoretical

image r(Dp) c under the étale map r. Then the scheme Di; does not depend

on the étale neighbourhood r : U U of E and the point E.

Proof. Consider for i 1, 2 étale neighbourhoods r; : £§ —> U such that universal

bundles 6/ exist over X\ x Uj. and points If e tfi lying over E e U. Because of
Lemma 5.2 it will be enough to show that the schemes /i>- and 31)- are isomorphic.

Consider the fibre product U U\ xp 13% and the point E If, E%) e U. The

two projections tt,: U U\ for i 1, 2 are étale. Moreover (id^ x tt, f 8, ~ 8,
where 8 denotes the universal bundle over X\xU. Since the formation of the Fitting
ideal and taking the higher direct image R1tt? commutes with the flat base changes

rii and 77"2 (see [E], Corollary 20.5), we obtain for i 1, 2

0 -Ty Fx) 'iij (9n 0 7rx,Fjn 'ill
This shows that the connected components supported at E of the fibres nfi1 (3)-)
equal D-. Applying Lemma 5.2 to ir,- and D- we obtain isomorphisms m : Dp ->
De and we are done.

F

Lemma 5.4. (a) Let S be a k-scheme and 8 a sheaf over X\ m S with {8 e ($).
We suppose that the set-theoretical image of the classifying morphism of 8

% : S > v I * ^LyjxP}

is a point. Then there exists an Artinian ring A, a morphism q>: S —» A := Spec(A)
and a locally free sheaf 8o over X\ x À such that

(1) 8 ~ (idfj x (p)*80

(2) the natural map Ö a —> f*&s is infective.

(b) There exists a universalfamily 8o over X\ x D.

Proof, (a) Since the set-theoretical support of im d>< is a point x e -Ay there exists

an Artinian ring A such that dx factorizes through the inclusion A := Spec! A) «Hr

As explained above there exists an étale neighbourhood r : U U of x such

that there is a universal bundle 6l""v over A | x U. Choose y e U such that r(y) x
and denote by Ä c U the connected component supported at y of the übre r_1 (A).
By Lemma 5.2 there is an isomorphism r : Ä —t A. Denote by 8o the restriction

of gumv to X\ x Ä A X\ x A. This shows property (1). As for (2), we consider the
ideal Id A defined by I ker(<9sPec(A) 3>*Ds), where I denotes the associated

ÖSpec(A}-module. Il I f 0, we replace A by A/7 and we are done.

(b) We take A De and Ä D= and proceed as in (a).
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Proposition 5.5. The subscheme 3D c Wf represents the functor 3D which
associates to any k-scheme S the set

3D_(S) {8 locally free sheaf over X i x S of rank! | degg^,,^: 0

for all s g S, ïirs+iS* 0 -tv, (/',. (O
1

iü| ()}/ -
Proof. Consider a sheaf 8 over IixS with ($) g -V'V (SX Then (g) is an element

of [<£> x y^, .A'yjt-S') if and only if the classifying map : S —> factorizes as

S —3D c Wf • By Lemma 5.4 (b) there exists a universal family go over X\ x 3D

and we have 8 ~ fid*, x <p)*8o- Since 3D is dehned (over an étale cover) by a Fitting
ideal and since the formation of the Fitting ideal commutes with any base change,
we deduce that [<33 3D_(S), Since J3X universally corepresents

the functor 3/sx this shows that 3D corepresents the functor 3D_. Hie existence of a

universal family go over X x 3D implies that ID represents the functor <£>.

Proposition 5.6. There is a scheme-theoretical equality

3D f~l3D.

Proof. In order to show that the subschemes 3D and f ~13D of JX\ x Z coincide, it is

enough to show that the two subsets Mor(S, 3D) andMort.V, f ~l 3D) oïMor(S, JX jx
Z) coincide for any A-scheme S. Consider © g Mor(S, .IX\ x Z) and denote
g<j> := (idxx x ©)*'{<£ 0 V). By dehnition of <£> we have © G Mor(.V, 3D) if and only
il' litt 11 /\'1 .t g.(. 0 .T /•'. (0

1

n i I 0. On the other hand © g Mor(S, i//_1(lD))
if and only if f o © g Mori .S", ID Tlie latter set equals iEHS) by Proposition 5.5.
Since (i(r o ©)*go ~ g<j>, we are done.

Proposition 5.7. There is a scheme-theoretical equality

3D £l.

Proof. We note that 3D(S) and OA S) are subsets of 3/sx(S) (tlie injectivity of the

map Cl(S) —> W'X (S) is proved similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4.7). Since
3D and (2 corepresent the two functors 3D and (2, it will be enough to show that the

set SDf S) coincides with (2(5) for any A-scheme S.

We first show that 3D(S) c QfS). Consider a sheaf 8 with (g) g 3D}S). For

simplicity we denote the sheaf 8* 0 77-(©*((("')) by 3t. By [Ha], Theorem 12.11,
there is an isomorphism

Rl7is*M 0 Ai a i II1 A*
1 x {j}, > jÄj) for all s G S.

From our assumption Fitt4[F1jr^Jf] 0, we obtain dim II](X\ x {.v}, M\x y xj) >
5, or equivalently dim //°(.\'j x {v}, M\x > 1, i.e., the vector bundle g|Xjy_j
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is a subsheaf, hence by Proposition 3.1 (a) (ii) a subbundle, of F*(0_1), Ulis implies
that the set-theoretical image of the classifying map (I>< is contained in supp62. Taking
connected components of S, we can assume that the image ot 4>< is a point. Therefore

we can apply Lemma 5.4: there exists a locally free sheaf go over X\ x A such that
8 (idxi For simplicity we write Jfo S| ö-v v (/', i<>

1

n. In particular
,H (id,1 x (pf Jùj. Since the projection 7T a : X\ xA -> A is of relative dimension
1, taking the higher direct image R1 jta* commutes with the (not necessarily flat) base

change (p: S A ([Ha], Proposition 12.5), i.e., there is an isomorphism

<p*Rl Rlns*M.

Since the formation of Fitting ideals also commutes with any base change (see [E],
Corollary 20.5), we obtain

Fihq [7?1715*76] Fitt4[Ä17r%Jfo] • Os-

Since Fittqt/îVs+Tf] is equal to 0 and Öa -> <p*6s is injective, we deduce that
Fitt4[Ä]7J-A*^ol 0. Since by Proposition 3.1 (b)(iii) dim <8> A:(To) 5

for the closed point so g A, we have lud 1

ttai;._.70'o 1 ÖA. We deduce by [E],
Proposition 20.8, that the sheaf /dvA+76o is a free A-module of rank 5. By [Ha],
Theorem 12.11 (b), we deduce that there is an isomorphism

7T v76:, 55 Ca„! H°(X 1 X SO,

Again by Proposition 3.1 (b) (iii) we obtain dim^A* ® k(so) 1. In particular
the O a -module X'mMù is n°t zefo and therefore there exists a nonzero global section
i g H°(A, H°(Xi x A. gQ* <g> 7r|-{We pull-back i under the

map idxj x <p and we obtain a nonzero section

j (kly x <pfi g H°(Xi x 4 d ».t v /•'.!'/ ')).

Now we apply Lemma 4.3 and we continue as in the proof of Proposition 4.7. This
shows that (8) G 62(S).

We now show that 62(S) c 7)(A). Consider a sheaf 8 g 62(S). The nonzero
global section j g H°(Xi x S. Jf) H°(S, xs*M) determines by evaluation at a

point s g San element a g jts.y-R <g> k(s). rIlie image of a under the natural map

qp(s) : WmM » k(s) —* H°(Xi x [v],

coincides with which is nonzero. Also, as dim H°(Xi x {.v}, J6|v ,v, 1,

we obtain that <p°(s) is surjective. Hence by [Ha], Theorem 12.11, the sheaf
is locally free of rank 5. Again by [E], Proposition 20.8, this is equivalent to
Fitt4[2?1?r^J6] 0 and Fitd^1?^*^] &s and we are done.
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6. Chern class computations

In this section we will compute the length of the determinantal subscheme ;D c
by evaluating the Chern class c^(!Fq — J~\ - see Proposition 5.1 (b).

Let I be a prime number different from p. We have to recall some properties
of the cohomology ring H*(X\ x JX\ x Z, 2/) (see also [LN]), In the sequel
we identify all classes of H*(Xi, Z/), H*{JX\,7L]) etc. with their preimages in
H*(X i x JXi x Z, Z/ i under the natural pull-back maps.

Let 0 g H2(JX i, Z/i denote the class of the theta divisor in JX\. Let / denote

a positive generator of H2(Xi, Z/). The cup product H1(Xi, Z?) x /^(Xi, Z/) —
II2(X\,Zf), ~ Z/ gives a symplectic structure on //' (A/, Z/). Choose a symplectic
basis ei «3» <?4 of //1 (Ai. Z/) such that «ié»3 «2<?4 ~f and all other products

CjCj 0. We can then normalize the Poincaré bundle 1. on V| x JX\ so that

cU) 1+ft (9)

where g H1(X\, Z/) 0 H1(JX\, Z/) c H2(X\ x 7Zi, Z/) can be written as

4

Ii ' h 0 fi
i=1

witli (pi //' ./ WI. Z/). Moreover, we have by the same reasoning, applying
[ACGH], p. 335 and p. 21,

|2 -20/ and 02[/À'i] 2. (10)

Since the variety Mx% (•*) is a smooth intersection of 2 quadrics in P5, one can work
out that the /-adic cohomology groups //' Mx (*). Z/) for i 0 6 are (see e.g.
[Re], p. 0.19)

Z/, 0, Z/, zf, Z/, 0, Z/.

In particular H2(Mxj (v), Z/) is free of rank 1 and, if or denotes a positive generator
of it, then

ai\M.xl(x)\= 4. (11)

According to [N2] p. 338 and applying reduction mod p and a comparison theorem,
the Chern classes of the universal bundle U are of the form

ci (U) a + f and ci(U) x + §2 + «/ (12)

with/ II 'i-M \. (.vi. Zu andi'2 g H1 (X\, Z/)<g>H2(Mx\(x), Z/). As in[N2|and
[KN] we write

ß a2- 4X and $=yf with ft e M%MXl(x),M (13)
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Then the relations of [KN] give

a2 T ß 0 and a + 5aß + 4y 0.

Hence ß —a1, y a3. Together with (12) and (13) this gives

#
ci(U) — +& + af and §22 a3f (14)

Dehne A g H1(JXi, Z;) ® //3uW\. i.v Z/) by

fill A/'. (15)

Then we have for dimensional reasons and noting thai Hs(Mxj (x). Z/) 0, that the

following classes are all zero:

./- «4. ft/, ||/, afe, cfA, 02A, 03. (16)

Finally, Z is the P1 -bundle associated to the vector bundle Ux on Mxr (x). Let
H g H2(Z, Z/ denote the first Chern class of the tautological line bundle on Z. We

have, using the definition of the Chern classes cj(U) and (11),

a2
H2 aH-—, H4 0, a3 H[Z] 4 (17)

and we get for the "universal" bundle V,

a2
c] V) =a and c2CV) — + & + Hf. (18)

Lemma 6.1. (a) The cohomology class a c5(3To - !Fi) g //12(./ Ai x Z, Z?) is a

multiple of the class a3 H®2.
(b) The pull-back under the map q> : Z —> M.xx P3 of the class of a point is

the class //3 1y H - '-yy.

Proof. For part (a) it is enough to note that all other relevant cohomology classes

vanish, since cf4 0 and aA 0.

As for part (b), it suffices to show that <?i(<?9*(9ji(l)) H. The line bundle

0p3 (l) is the inverse of the determinant line bundle [KM] over the moduli space

Mxi • Since the formation of the determinant line bundle commutes with any base

change (see [KM]), the pull-back q>*Or3(1) is the inverse of the determinant line
bundle associated to the family V <g> tt£ N for any line bundle N of degree 1 over Xj.
Hence the first Chern class of a (1) can be computed by the Grothendieck-Rie-
mann-Roch theorem applied to the sheaf "V N over X\ x Z and the morphism
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Tiz : Xi x Z -»• Z. We have

ch(V 0^ (V) » (2 + a + (-à - ///) + h.o.t.) (1 + fid - f)
2 + a + (-£2 - //./') + h.o.t.,

and therefore G-R-R implies that ci (1)) H - note that tiz*(£i) =0.

Proposition 6.2. We have

im - !)•

Proof. Let X denote the length of the subscheme m "1 'D) c JX\ x M%, Since the

map ms is étale of degree 16, we obviously have the relation X 16 •/(£>). According
to Lemma 6.1 (b) we have in Hl0(JX 1 x Z, Z/)

[(id XV './Vi I H3-Ç ^a2H®2 - ~a2®2,

where pi denotes the class of a point in JX\ x „M y • Using Proposition 5.6 we obtain
thattheclass S 05(^0 — F\) e H10(JX 1 x Z, Z/) equals À • (-ja2H©2 — -jcf3©2).
Intersecting with cf we obtain with Lemma 6.1 (a) and (16)

a c^ifFo — F\) —cf3//©2.

So we have to compute the class a 0 — P\ )• By (9) and (10),

chU) \+^-®f
whereas by (14), (16) and (18),

(19)

1 1

ehCV) 2 + a + (-h ~ H/) + -(-ot> - ballJ) + -(cfJ/ - a Hf),

Moreover

chiTTf '> 0 6)^1 • TTIfdiXd =P + (2p - 2)/.
So using (14), (15) and (16),

ch(V* 0 F* 0 7r*j (F*^"1 0 •

2p + [(4p - 4)/ - pa - tpft]

+

+

+

pa|i - 2p®f - (2p - 2)af - pÇ2 ~ pHJ

lT2a + \aU^ + pAf + pa&f

lp~2 3 p 3 P 2rr ra f cf ft — —cf Hf
12 12 12

+ ~^3©/
12
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Hence by Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch for the morphism q we get

du :F] 4p — 4 + [—(2p — 2)a — 2p® — pH] + p~aH + pA + pce©

+ 4^ _ £-#b
12 12

+ -^«30
12

From (10) and (18) we easily obtain

cMjFq>) 4p — 2pa + —a3.
6

So

chXJFo — |Pj| 4 + [2p© — 2cf + />// ] + p
— —aH — pA — pa®

+
12 12

+ iv©
L12

Defining := «! • afe8 fjfcg — .FJ| we have according to Newton's recursive formula

m p. 56),

1 / 5 5 5 2 5 2 5 3
1 s\

fgPl - Pp - p5 - -P2P3 - 4PlP-i + P\ M + <>\Pl ~ PI P2 + P] J

with

pi 2p® — 2a + pH, p2 —p(aH + 2A + 2a®),

P3 ^("CP + + /w"^b Ä 2P"3®, P5 0.

Now an immediate computation using (16) and (17) gives

P^ip1 — 1) 2 2a-C5(Fo~Fi) — -a H®
6

We conclude from (19) that X -pA(p2 — 1) and we are done.

Remark 6.3. If k C, the number of maximal subbundles of a general vector bundle
has recently been computed by Y. Holla by using Gromov-Witten invariants [Ho].
His formula ([Ho], Corollary 4.6) coincides with ours.

7. Proof of Theorem 2

The proof of Theorem 2 is now straightforward. It suffices to combine Corollary 4.9,
Proposition 5.7 and Proposition 6.2 to obtain the length 1(33).

Hie fact that 33 is a local complete intersection follows from the isomorphism
33$ öo (Proposition 4.6) and Proposition 4.1.
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8. Questions and remarks

(1) Is the rank-/; vector bundle /•) L very stable, i.e. /> L has no nilpotent a>Xj -valued

endomorphisms, for a general line bundle?

(2) Is F* (9 ~1
very stable for a general curve X Note that very-stability of /•) (0 ~1

implies reducedness of 33 (see e.g. [LN], Lemma 3.3).

(3) If g 2, we have shown that for a general stable E g M x the fibre V~l(E) con¬
sists of \p{p2 + 2) stable vector bundles Jfj g -Mx, i.e. bundles E\ such that

F*E\ '= E or equivalently (via adjunction) E\ c /?/?. The Quot-scheme
parametrizing rank-2 subbundles of degree 0 of the rank-2/? vector bundle

FjfE has expected dimension 0, contains the fibre V~l(E), but it also has a

1-dimensional component arising from Frobenius-destabilized bundles as

follows: for any M g Pic1 (X) with HomÇM-1, E) f 0 consider a stable degree
0 rank-2 bundle E\ such that F*E\ lias a nonzero map to M~l.

(4) If p 3 the base locus 33 consists of 16 reduced points, which correspond to the
16 nodes of the Kummer surface associated to JX (see [LP2], Corollary 6.6).
For general p, does the configuration of points determined by 33 have some

geometric significance?

Appendix on base loci and substack of non-semistable vector bundles.

For lack of a suitable reference, we include a detailed proof of the following fact,
which was used in Lemma 4.5. We use the notation of Lemma 4.5.

Proposition A. Let X be a smooth cun>e ofgenus 2. The closed substack 97îi equals

the base locus Bs|0(l)| of the linear system |0(1)| over the moduli stack

Proof. Let E be a rank-2 vector bundle with trivial determinant over X. It follows
from [R], Proposition 1.6.2, that E is semistable if and only if there exists a line
bundle M of degree 1 such that h°(X, E 0 Mi /(' (X. IP'® M) 0. Consider
the determinant divisor 0M associated to M. Then 9m g 0 (4 and for an S-valued

point S of
1

supp(%) {J G S I h°(X. es ® M) > 0}.

We know (see e.g. [Bl], Proposition 2.5) that the linear system |0(1)| is linearly
generated by the divisors 9m when M varies in Pic1 (A), Hie previous equivalence
implies that the open complements of the closed substacks Bs|& p j [ and 97llx coincide.
To conclude the proposition it remains to show that the base locus Bs|0(l)| is a

reduced substack of
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The normal bundle N of the closed substack Tllx in 2Jt|' can be described as

follows(e.g. [He], Behauptung 2.1.12, p. 44 or [VL], exposé 4, Théorème 4, p. 90):
let 8 denote the universal bundle over X x VJtx restricted to X x There is a

canonical inclusion
End0(g)filt C Endo(g),

where Endo(£)filt denotes the sheaf of tracefree endomorphisms preserving the Har-
der-Narasimhan hltration. We denote by End^S) the quotient. Then (he normal
bundle N equals RV* End^g), where p denotes projection onto ©îk In (he rank-2
case the universal Harder-Narasimlian hltration over X x 9Jt'v is of the form

0 —> X —> 8 —> X~{ —* 0,

where X is a degree 1 line bundle. In that case we have Endfj(ê) Honn T, X~l)
and therefore N R1 p*X~2.

Consider an .S'-point 8 g iUty1 ('.S') and x G S such that the vector bundle 8X

E yjilx(k), i.e., E is destabilized by L of degree 1. Consider a line bundle M of
degree 1 and its associated determinant divisor 9m• Then the divisor 9m contains the
closed substack Hie Kodaira-Spencer map at the point x g S associated to 8
is a Ä-linear map

k:TxS —> II1 (X, End,::,!/•.')!.

Note that we consider bundles with trivial determinant, hence /< takes values in
II1 (X, Endiji /:)). By [Las], Sections II and III, the linear fonn on TXS defining
the tangent space Tx9m to the determinant divisor 9m is the map T k, where T is

given by cup product

4> : Hl(X, Endo(E)) —» Horn(H°(X, E ® M), Hl(X, E ® M)), eG^Ue.

Using Serre duality we identify Hl(X, Endo(-E))* with H°(X, Endo(-E) ® cd) and
H1 (X, E <8> M) with H°(X, E ® cdM~1)*. The dual of $ equals the symmetrized
multiplication map of global sections (note that Etido(-E) Syrn2 E and E IX)

p : H°(X, E ® M) ® H°(X, E ® coM~l) —> FI°(X, End0(£) ® co).

Note that both spaces on the left have dimension equal to 1 for general M and that
H°(X, E ® M) H°(X, L ® M) and H°(X, E ® œM~1 H°(X, L ® a>M~l)
for general M. This implies that dimim(/r) 1 and

im(/r) c H°(X, L2cd) c H°(X, End0(£) <g> od).

We denote by h a generator of im(yu). We obtain that for general M the conormal
vector defined by Tx9m is given (up to a scalar) by

h G H°(X, Iron H1(X, I. N*.
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The corresponding rational map

Pic^X) —> FH°(X, L2cù) =P2, iff ne It,

is easily seen to be dominant. In particular its image is non degenerate. This shows
that the point £ is a reduced point of Bs| 0 (1) |, because the linear span of the family
of conormal vectors defined by TxQm when M varies in an open set of Pic1 (X) equals
the full space N*.
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